서 론
There is a town area on the eastern side of the candidate site. There could be the influence of dust and odor brought by main wind from the west. However, the higher ground between the candidate site and the town area can be a barrier to block the dust and odor.
There is a town area located on the southeastern side of the candidate site. There could be an influence of dust and odor. There is no objects or ground that can be a barrier between the candidate site and the town.
Because the town is located on the northeastern side of the candidate site, the influence of dust and oder brought by main wind. cannot be the problem of this site. 
Negative impact on scenery
The distance from the closest boundary of town area is more than 1.5km and the site is surrounded by green area. Therefore, the negative impact on the scenery is minimal.
The distance from the closest boundary of town area is more than 3km and the site is surrounded by green area. Therefore, the negative impact on the scenery is minimal. But northern side has the The distance from the closest boundary of town area is more than 3km and the site is surrounded by green area. Therefore, the negative impact on the scenery is minimal. But southern side has the Smaller exposure is preferable. possibility to be exposed.
Possibility of future extension
No possibility for expansion because the surrounding areas are mostly the green area for conservation.
There is a possibility for future extension
Higher possibility is preferable.
Future usage
By associating with close green area there is a strong possibility to utilize it as a park. or other types of program area.
By associating with wastewater facility, close industrial area and/or close green areas there is a possibility to utilize it as a park or other types of program area.
By associating with close green areas or southern planning management region (SPMR) there is a possibility to utilize it as a park. or other types of program area. Generally there are no larger residential areas at a short distance that require careful environmental monitoring. There are a few small natural settlements that can be moved to other locations and a small sized residential area distantly toward the northern direction.
Generally there are no larger residential areas at a short distance that require careful environmental monitoring. However, there can be a certain level of influences on the southern SPMR, if that is to be planned as an environmentally sensitive area in the future.
The site surrounded with smaller residential areas requiring careful environmental monitoring is preferable. 
후보지별 고려 인자에 대한 중요도 결정
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